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I sae wea′ry, full o′ care? Ye′ll break my heart; ye war′bling birds, That
fond′ly once I sang o′ mine; Wi′ light′some heart I stretched my hand And

8 I sae wea′ry, full o′ care? Ye′ll break my heart; ye war′bling birds, That
fond′ly once I sang o′ mine; Wi′ light′some heart I stretched my hand And

war′ble on the flow′r′y thorn, Ye mind me o′ de′par′ted joys, De-
pulled a rose′bud from the tree But my false lover stole the rose And

war′ble on the flow′r′y thorn, Ye mind me o′ de′par′ted joys, De-
pulled a rose′bud from the tree But my false lover stole the rose And

8 war′ble on the flow′r′y thorn, Ye mind me o′ de′par′ted
pulled a rose′bud from the tree But my lover stole the rose, And

war′ble on the flow′r′y thorn, Ye mind me o′ de′par′ted
pulled a rose′bud from the tree But my lover stole the rose And
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